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Abstract

This report highlights research projects relevant to binaural and spatial hearing in adults and children. In

the past decade we have made progress in understanding the impact of bilateral cochlear implants
(BiCIs) on performance in adults and children. However, BiCI users typically do not perform as well

as normal hearing (NH) listeners. In this article we describe the benefits from BiCIs compared with a
single cochlear implant (CI), focusing onmeasures of spatial hearing and speech understanding in noise.

We highlight the fact that in BiCI listening the devices in the two ears are not coordinated; thus binaural
spatial cues that are available to NH listeners are not available to BiCI users. Through the use of research

processors that carefully control the stimulus delivered to each electrode in each ear, we are able to

preserve binaural cues and deliver them with fidelity to BiCI users. Results from those studies are dis-
cussed as well, with a focus on the effect of age at onset of deafness and plasticity of binaural sensitivity.

Our work with children has expanded both in number of subjects tested and age range included. We have
now tested dozens of children ranging in age from 2 to 14 yr. Our findings suggest that spatial hearing

abilities emerge with bilateral experience. While we originally focused on studying performance in free
field, where real world listening experiments are conducted, more recently we have begun to conduct

studies under carefully controlled binaural stimulation conditions with children as well. We have also
studied language acquisition and speech perception and production in young CI users. Finally, a running

theme of this research program is the systematic investigation of the numerous factors that contribute to
spatial and binaural hearing in BiCI users. By using CI simulations (with vocoders) and studying NH lis-

teners under degraded listening conditions, we are able to tease apart limitations due to the hardware/
software of the CI systems from limitations due to neural pathology.
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INTRODUCTION TO BINAURAL AND SPATIAL

HEARING

T
heability of human listeners to function in audi-
tory environments depends in part on the extent

to which the auditory system is able to deter-

mine the location of sound sources and extract the

meaning of those sources. These tasks are relevant to

children, who spend time every day in noisy environ-

ments such as classrooms and playgrounds. They are

relevant also for adults who often spend long time

periods in complex auditory environments, such as

restaurants, multitalker meeting rooms, and so on.

The auditorymechanisms that enable listeners to accom-

plish these tasks are generally thought to involve bin-

aural processing.
One advantage binaural hearing provides in a normal

auditory system is improved sound localization in the

horizontal plane. Horizontal-plane localization abilities

stem primarily from acoustic cues arising from differen-

ces in arrival time and level of stimuli at the two ears.

Localization of unmodulated signals up to approximately

1500Hz is known to depend on the interaural time differ-

ence (ITD) arising fromdisparities in the fine structure of

the waveform (Rayleigh, 1907). The prominent cue for

localization of high-frequency signals is the interaural

level difference (ILD) cue (Rayleigh, 1877; Durlach and

Colburn, 1978; Blauert, 1997). However, it has also been

well established that, for higher frequency signals,

ITD information can be transmitted by imposing a slow

modulation, or envelope, on the carrier (e.g., Henning,

1974; Bernstein, 2001). The use of modulated signals

with high-frequency carriers may be highly relevant

to stimulus coding by cochlear implant (CI) processors

that utilize envelope cues and relatively high stimula-

tion rates (Wilson et al, 1991; McDermott et al, 1992;

Skinner et al, 1994; Vandali et al, 2000; Wilson and

Dorman, 2008a).

A second advantage binaural hearing provides to nor-
mal hearing (NH) listeners is the ability to understand

speech in noisy situations, in particular when the target

speech and noise are presented from different locations

in the horizontal plane.When target speech andmasker

are spatially separated, half of the binaural advantage

comes from the “better ear effect,” (also known as the

“monaural head shadow effect”) where the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) is increased in one ear due to attenu-

ation of the noise from the listener’s head (Zurek, 1993).

Another advantage, the binaural squelch effect, depends

on the ability of the auditory system to utilize binaural as-

pects of the signal, including differences in the ITDs and

ILDs of the target speech and the masker (Bronkhorst,

2000); squelch provides better source segregation due

to the target and masker being perceived at different

locations. A third effect is that of “binaural summation”

whereby the activation of both ears renders a sound

that is presented from a location in front easier to hear

due to summation of the signals at the two ears. Finally,

for amplitude-modulated signals such as speech, ITD
cues are also available from differences in the timing

of the envelopes (slowly varying amplitude) of the

stimuli.

Up until approximately 10 yr ago, unilateral co-

chlear implantation was the standard of care. CIs were

designed to enable speech communication and language

acquisition in deaf individuals. Although fairly success-

ful at providing cues necessary for speech and language
functions, unilateral CI users continue to report having

difficulty understanding speech in noise and localizing

sounds. Thus, in the past decade, there has been a shift

in clinical options such thatmany clinics now offer bilat-

eral CIs (BiCIs) in an effort to alleviate the difficulties

reported under unilateral listening conditions. BiCI

users can generally localize sounds and understand

speech in noise better when using both of their CIs com-
pared with a unilateral listening condition. However,

on these tasks, they generally perform worse than NH

listeners.

Research conducted in theBinauralHearingandSpeech

Laboratory (BHSL; www.waisman.wisc.edu/bhl) at the

University of Wisconsin-Madison’s Waisman Center fo-

cuses on spatial hearing issues described thus far. We

discuss findings showing the successes observed with
bilateral vs. unilateral listeningmodes. However, we also

focus on the challenges observed in BiCI users and thus

future directions that are needed in order to further

improve patients’ performance. In order to set the stage

for discussing that work, it is important to identify the

factors that we believe are the limiting factors in gaps

between NH listeners and CI users:

1. Hardware- and software-based limitations: BiCIusers

are essentially fit with two separate monaural sys-

tems. Speech processing strategies in clinical process-

ors utilize pulsatile, nonsimultaneous multichannel

stimulation, whereby a bank of bandpass filters is

used to filter the incoming signal into a small num-

ber of frequency bands (ranging from 12 to 22) and

to send specific frequency ranges to individual elec-
trodes. The envelope of the signal is extracted from

the output of each filter and is used to set stimulation

levels for each frequency band; thus fine structure

is discarded. Note that the processors, which do not

respond when no sound is present, respond to signals

above noise at independent times; there can be very

small differences in each processor’s time base. This

likely results in random jitter in the ITD of the enve-
lope and of the carrier pulses (Laback et al, 2004; van

Hoesel, 2004; Wilson and Dorman, 2008b). In addi-

tion, the typical microphone placement above the

pinna does not maximize the capture of directional
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cues. Microphone characteristics, independent auto-

matic gain control, and compression settings distort

the monaural and interaural level directional cues

that would otherwise be present. Thus, speech pro-
cessors that would capture directional cues available

to NH listeners, and that would provide them with

fidelity to CI users, are not available. The value of de-

veloping speech processing strategies that provide

binaural cues depends on knowledge about the ex-

tent to which BiCI users are sensitive to and able to

utilize binaural cues. Further, for patients with good

sensitivity under simple stimulation conditions, such
as with one pair of interaural electrodes, there is the

need to know how they would operate under more

realistic, complex stimulation conditions that mimic

aspects of real-world listening.

2. Surgical-based limitations: The anatomical position-

ing of the electrode array is such that the most api-

cal placement is typically near the place of stimulation

on the basilar membrane with best frequencies of
1,000 Hz or higher (e.g., Stakhovskaya et al, 2007).

Furthermore, surgical insertion of the electrode ar-

ray is not precise enough to guarantee that the elec-

trode arrays in the two ears are physically matched

for insertion depth. This is likely to cause imprecise

matching of inputs at the two ears because there is

potential for the stimuli delivered to place-matched

electrodes to bear stimuli in different frequency
ranges (e.g., van Hoesel, 2004). The importance of

matching interaural place of stimulation for binau-

ral sensitivity is not well understood. The sparse lit-

erature on this topic serves as motivation for further

exploration of electrode match verus mismatch on

binaural sensitivity.

3. Limitations due to pathology in the auditory systems

of people who are deaf: Both peripheral and central
degeneration due to lack of stimulation is probable

(for review see Shepherd and McCreery, 2006). At

fairly peripheral levels in the auditory system, deg-

radation in size and function of neural ganglion cells

following a prolonged period of auditory deprivation

is known to occur (Leake et al, 1999; Coco et al, 2007).

Profound deafness in the early developmental period

seems to result in loss of normal tonotopic organiza-
tion of primary auditory cortex, although there is

some reversal following reactivation of afferent input

(e.g., Kral et al, 2009). We are interested in this

potential reactivation and restoration of perceptual

sensitivity to sensory input. While sensory systems

demonstrate themost plasticity during infancy, when

the establishment of neural architecture continues to

occur, plasticity is known to continue into adulthood.
Neural systems remain capable of undergoing sub-

stantial reorganization in response to altered inputs

due to traumaor anadaptive byproduct knownasper-

ceptual learning (Irvine and Wright, 2005; Dahmen

and King, 2007). In our ongoing studies we are in-

vestigating the effect of age at onset of deafness on

sensitivity to binaural stimuli and spatial hearing

abilities.

The research that is reviewed in this article was con-

ducted by members of the BHSL. In this laboratory, the

approach taken toward understanding the successes

and limitations of BiCI users is to conduct studies using

methods that vary in stimulus control and naturalness.

Stimulus control can be exerted at a number of stages

and ranges from tightly controlled electrically pulsed
signals using custom research processors to poorly con-

trolled stimuli processed by clinical speech processors.

As more control is gained over stimulation, a second

parameter, stimulus naturalness, becomes varied, ranging

from unrealistic nonspeech stimuli, such as electrically

pulsed signals presented to single pairs of electrodes,

to the most realistic of stimuli, speech presented under

complex multisource listening conditions. The novelty
of this work is the combination of control with natural-

ness. The approaches are applied to populations of

adults and children who have normal acoustic hearing

(NH) or who use BiCIs. In this article we summarize

data that have been published in recent years, and we

present some novel data collected in both adults and

in children.

STUDIES IN ADULT LISTENERS

Free Field Studies

Free field studies in adults with BiCIs and clinical

processors have focused on understanding the extent

to which patients are able to perform on sound localiza-

tion tasks and how well they can understand speech in
the presence of interferers (maskers) whose locations

vary relative to the target speech. These studies repre-

sent examples of methodological approaches that bear

little control of the stimulus once it is played from the

loudspeaker, is transmitted in a room, and is processed

through the CI microphones, processors, and electrode

arrays. However, in these studies the approach focuses

onmimicking “real world” listening situations. The early
studies by Litovsky and colleagues (Litovsky, Johnstone,

et al, 2006; Litovsky et al, 2009) were conducted in sound

field rooms with multiloudspeaker arrays, whereby

speech understanding in four-talker babble noise was

assessed using the Bamford-Kowal-Bench-speech in

noise (BKB-SIN) test. The BKB-SIN test is based on

the Quick SIN test described by Killion et al (2004).

The benefit of using BiCIs rather than one CI was
measured in patients whose deafness had an onset during

adulthood and whose CIs were received during the same

procedure (simultaneous bilateral implantation). Data for

unilateral and bilateral listening modes were compared
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for conditions where the target speech and masker were

colocated (both at 0� in front) or spatially separated (tar-

get in front and masker on the side). Speech reception

thresholds were measured using an adaptive procedure,
estimating the SNR at which speech intelligibility

reached 50% correct. Depending onwhich ear was active

during the monaural condition, different effects were

observed. A schematic diagram of the three masker con-

figurations combined with each of the three listening

modes is shown in Figure 1. The primary benefit from

having BiCIs can be attributed to the monaural “better

ear” or “monaural head shadow” cue, which arises when
themonaural condition has an earwith a poor SNR, and

a contralateral ear with a better SNR is added (acti-

vated) to create the bilateral listening mode. This ben-

efit would occur by comparing speech intelligibility in

conditions 5 and 2 or 9 and 3. The effect size was highly

variable across patients (greater than 10 dB in some)

with an average of 5.5 dB, after 6 mo of use with BiCIs

(Litovsky et al, 2009). A slightly smaller effect is also
seen when the monaural condition has the ear with

the better SNR and the ear with the poorer SNR is

added to create the bilateral listening condition (known

as the squelch effect). This benefit would occur by com-

paring speech intelligibility in conditions 8 and 2 and 3

and 6, and averaged 2 dB. A third effect known as bin-

aural “summation” is also observed, when both target

and interferer are in front, and unilateral and bilateral
listening conditions are compared; the addition of the

second ear improves speech reception thresholds, in

this case by an average of 2.5 dB. This benefit would

occur by comparing speech intelligibility in conditions

1 and 4 or 1 and 7. Performance of BiCI users as mea-

sured in these sound field studies was not compared

directly with performance of NH listeners, and only

thresholds were obtained rather than full psychometric

functions.

Using a different paradigm, our work has also focused

on measuring performance at fixed SNR and using psy-
chometric functions to evaluate change in speech identi-

fication as SNR becomes worse (Agrawal, 2008; Agrawal

et al, 2008). In addition, the ability to understand speech

in noise was tested with competitors on both the right

and left, thus rendering the “head shadow” weak or

absent. Figure 2A shows a schematic representation

of the stimulus configuration in these experiments

(note that the target was presented from 0� in front).
Figure 2B shows data from 9 BiCI users and 10 NH

subjects, tested on identification of words from the

CNC corpus. What is somewhat striking about the

results in Figure 2B is the steep decline in perfor-

mance seen in BiCI users compared with NH subjects.

Effectively, the SNR at which the two groups decline to

60% correct is almost 20 dB different (just below 0 for

BiCI users and near220 for NH listeners). This differ-
ence between the two populations suggests that while

the use of BiCIs is quite helpful for speech unmasking

as described above, in a listening situation withmaskers

presented from both the right and left hemifields, the

ability of BiCI users to hear speech in noise is markedly

worse than that of NH listeners.

The same patients were also tested on sound localiza-

tion measures in a quiet listening environment (Litovsky,
Johnstone, et al, 2006; Litovsky et al, 2009) similar to

testing conducted by most laboratories. Based on re-

sults such as these, it has become commonplace to argue

that BiCIs provide significant benefits for sound local-

ization. An important caveat regarding previous stud-

ies with BiCI users is a lack of “real world” listening

component. In realistic listening situations, localization

is typically accomplished in the presence of interfering
sources. Given that listeners spend much of their time

in complex auditory environments, where multiple sour-

ces compete for attention and where abundant echoes

can provide competing spatial cues in the localization

process, we decided to expand our paradigm to investi-

gate sound localization in BiCI users in the presence

of speech interferers. Thus, a listening environment akin

to the “cocktail party” environment was created, where
the task was to localize speech sounds in the presence of

competing speech (Agrawal, 2008; Agrawal et al, 2008).

Figure 2A shows the experimental setup; monosyllabic

consonant-vowel-consonant words were randomly pre-

sented from one of 11 loudspeakers positioned in the

horizontal plane at 10� intervals (spanning 650�).
For sound localization testing, performance was mea-

sured in quiet and with SNR values ranging from 0
to -20 dB SPL. Listeners were not able to see the actual

loudspeakers, as they were hidden behind a curtain. To

avoid “edge effects,” listeners were permitted to respond

out to 690�. Figure 2C shows results from 9 BiCI

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the nine possible conditions
(three masker configurations 3 three listening modes). Binaural
listening conditions (1, 2, 3) are in the top row, left-ear conditions
(4, 5, 6) in the middle row, and right-ear listening conditions (7, 8,
9) in the bottom row. Target-masker in front occurs in the three
conditions in the left column (1, 4, 7). Masker on the left is shown
in the conditions in the middle column (2, 5, 8), and masker on the
right is shown in the three conditions in the right column (3, 6, 9).
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patients and 10 NH listeners, where root-mean-square

error (RMS error) for localization is plotted as a func-

tion of the SNR. In quiet (left-most data points) BiCI

users and NH listeners have RMS errors that are very

small and nearly identical. The benefit of BiCIs can

be seen in quiet by comparing the filled symbols with
the open symbols (unilateral performance); there are

significantly higher errors in the unilateral mode.

What is striking is the effect of interfering speech on

RMS errors, which increase much more severely for

BiCI users than for NH listeners as a function of de-

creasing SNR. While NH listeners can overcome inter-

ferers at an SNR of 220 dB and continue to perform

fairly well (RMS errors ofz15�), BiCI users show steep
increases in errors such that RMS error is near 30� at
an SNR of 210 dB.

A remarkably similar effect of SNR on performance

was observed when speech identification was measured

as a function of SNR, in similar conditions to those used

for testing localization. Similar to localization, perfor-

mance in quiet was similar forNH andBiCI users. How-

ever, the introduction of interferers resulted in amarked

decrease in performance of BiCI users, whose perfor-

mance dropped from 100% correct in quiet to z30% cor-

rect at an SNR of 210 dB, in contrast with NH listeners

whose performance remained near 90% correct at210 dB
SNR. It is important to note that care was taken to

ensure that stimuli were always above audibility thresh-

olds for CI users. In addition, while data from unilateral

listening are not shown here, results from this study

demonstrated that bilateral listening resulted in better

performance than unilateral listening. Since this finding

is not novel and has been reported in numerous previous

studies, here we chose to focus on performance in bilat-
eral listening conditions compared with what is seen in

NH listeners. While BiCI users perform at a level that is

similar to that of NH listeners in quiet, in the presence of

interferers, the performance of BiCI users is reduced

greatly compared with NH listeners. This finding high-

lights the existence of a gap in performance between the

Figure 2. Panel A shows the experimental setup, with 11 loudspeakers positioned in the horizontal plane at 10� intervals (spanning
650�). In addition, loudspeakers positioned at135�,155�,235�, and255� were used to present the competing/masking speech. Panel B
shows data from the word identification task, for BiCI users and NH listeners; percent correct is plotted as a function of SNR. Panel C
shows data for the sound localization measure, with RMS errors plotted as a function of SNR.
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populations, and the goal of future work is to close that

gap. In the next few sections we describe our studies on

binaural sensitivity, in which we attempt to capture the

factors thatmight be contributing to reducedperformance
observed in BiCI users in free field.

Maximizing Binaural Sensitivity

Our long-term goal is to be able to identify factors

that are responsible for the gap in performance between

BiCI users and NH listeners, and to thus be able to

develop stimulation strategies that will overcome (or
lessen) that gap. Prior to embarking on such an engi-

neering feat, it is necessary to understand what aspects

of these binaural cues are usable by BiCI users and thus

worth preserving and restoring. There aremany factors

that can be responsible for this gap; thus we are system-

atically working toward understanding howwe can pro-

vide BiCI users with stimuli that will render them

sensitive to binaural cues. One might consider a clini-
cally based approach to conducting research, whereby

during testing patients use clinical processors. In this

case, the fact that the processors are not coordinated

between the ears means that patients do not receive

binaural cues with fidelity; however, the testing situa-

tion is “realistic.” Studies with clinical processors are

important because they provide a baseline from which

the field tries to improve with new coding strategies.
On the other extremewemight consider using technical

tools that enable us to achieve tight control over stimuli

that reach individual electrodes within the electrode

arrays in the right and left ears, and to present ITD

information in a way that is not possible with clinical

processors. This approach provides the experimenter

with an opportunity to manipulate stimuli at various

stages of processing, and to identify the conditions under
which binaural advantages occur for BiCI users.With con-

trolled stimuli, stages of the clinical processors can be pro-

gressively omitted. For example, themicrophone response

can be bypassed by using a direct line input. One can also

omit the clinical processors and control the CIs at the sin-

gle-electrode level. The staged removal and manipulation

of stimulus control can be achieved through the use of cus-

tom-made research processors. In our studies, we use this
approach to identify binaural pairs of electrodes and to

stimulate them using electrically pulsed signals that do

not bear particular resemblance to “real world” stimuli;

hence the “naturalness” of the stimuli is fairly low. Once

we understand how binaural sensitivity is achieved under

this set of conditions we may be in a better position to

design binaural processors for BiCI users.

In the section below we focus on work in our labora-
tory that uses bilaterally coordinated research devices

to control ITDs between the CIs. The simplest and most

controlled acoustic stimulus is the sine tone. The closest

stimulus to a sine tone in electrical hearing is a constant-

amplitude pulse train on a single electrode. Across ears,

one would want to use single electrodes that elicit the

same loudness. In acoustic hearing equal loudness pro-

vides auditory images that are perceived to be in the
center of the head. While in electrical hearing this is

a bit more complicated, we like to start with loudness-

balanced electrodes so that when they are activated

simultaneously there is a greater chance of ending up

with a “centered.” There are a number of further steps

to likely maximize binaural (ITD or ILD) sensitivity in

BiCI users, which are described below.

Interaural Place Matching

First, the pair of electrodes should ideally excite the

same tonotopic area in each cochlea, because difference

between the ears in insertion depth and neural survival

may lead to interaural differences in the site of stimu-

lation. ITD sensitivity has been shown to decrease for

interaural tonotopic mismatch (Long et al, 2003; Poon

et al, 2009). Since implantation depths and neural sur-
vival are likely different between the two ears in BiCI

users, some way to test the effect of tonotopic match/

mismatch is necessary. Prior work (van Hoesel et al,

1993; van Hoesel and Tyler, 2003; van Hoesel, 2008)

has shown that when studying ITD sensitivity, select-

ing electrodes that are matched by pitch between the

ears yields similar results to methods in which place

matching based on X-ray views are used. Because labora-
tories vary in methods used to determine pitch-matched

electrodes, here we describe our exact approach.

Our pitch-matching method consists of two stages: a

pitch magnitude estimation and a direct left-right pitch

comparison. Constant-amplitude pulse trains that elicit

the same loudness in both ears are used as stimuli. They

often have the same duration and rate as the stimuli

used in the subsequent binaural tests; however, for
reasons that are not well understood, within a given

subject the parameters that are needed for testing some-

times shift over time. Using a method of constant stim-

uli, a single electrode chosen from the even-numbered

electrodes from either ear is presented, and listeners

rate the pitch of the stimulus on a scale from 1 (low

pitch) to 100 (high pitch). Listeners are encouraged to

use a scale that is similar for both ears and are also
encouraged to use the full scale. The results from one

listener performing the pitch-magnitude estimation

task are shown in Figure 3A. The listener’s pitch mag-

nitude estimation for each electrode tested in each ear is

plotted, ordered from apex to base (high to low electrode

numbers). It can be seen that the judgments have a

large variability and that pitch-matched electrode pairs

can probably only be estimated. Therefore, a direct left-
right pitch comparison experiment is performed using

the estimated pitch-matched pairs from the magnitude

estimation with the intention of improving the quality
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of the pitch match. In each trial, the listeners are pre-

sented with a constant-amplitude pulse train in one ear

followed by one in the other ear, both at the same rate

and loudness. The pitch-comparison task tests electro-
des that are typically within 62 electrodes from the

estimated pitch-matched pair. This is a two-interval,

five-alternative forced choice where the listeners are

asked to respond whether the second sound is “much

higher,” “higher,” “the same,” “lower,” or “much lower”

in pitch compared to the first sound. A metric, m, is cal-

culated to help decide the pitch-matched pair and is

the weighted sum of the number of responses in each
response category. Responses that are “much higher”

are given a weight of 2, “higher” a weight of 1, “same”

aweight of 0, “lower” aweight of21, and “much lower” a

weight of 22. The pair with m closest to zero is consid-

ered the best pitch-matched pair. The pitch-comparison

results from the same listener in Figure 3A are shown

in Figure 3B. Five electrodes in the right ear were

selected, and for each one a number of left-ear electro-
des were included in the pitch task. The listener was

tested on five electrodes in the left ear (19, 16, 14, 10,

and 6), each compared with a number of electrodes in

the right ear. For each combination, a “pitch compari-

son score” (m) was provided. The pitch-matched elec-

trode in the right ear was the one closest to m 5 0,

shown by the filled symbol; the electrodes that were

more poorly matched by pitch are the ones with 2 #

m# 2. Note, for example, that themiddle pitch-matched

pair (left 14, right 14) was not considered matched in

the magnitude estimation but was the best match in

the direct comparison, which justifies the need for the

pitch-comparison task. Also, it is often the case in our

pitch-comparison tests that listeners have difficulty

using the “same” response because the sounds in the

right and left ears are vastly different qualitatively, jus-
tifying the calculation of m.

Centering

Perceptual centering of an auditory image refers to

the perception we experience when we hear a stereo
effect; that is, a sound that is presented to the two ears

is heard in the center of the head. Centering is impor-

tant because an auditory image resulting from binaural

stimulation that is perceived “inside the head” (intra-

cranial image) but shifted toward one of the two ears

will reduce binaural sensitivity for ITDs and ILDs

(Yost, 1974; Yost and Dye, 1988), similar to detection

of interaural decorrelation (Pichora-Fuller andSchneider,
1991; Li et al, 2009) in acoustic hearing. It is therefore our

goal, whenever possible, to maximize centering so that

binaural sensitivity can be optimallymeasured.We there-

fore take extreme care to ensure that binaural stimuli are

not perceived by the listener as separate sounds in the two

ears but, rather, that binaural stimuli result in stereo

hearing and elicit sound percepts that are fused into a sin-

gle sound and that are centered when the ITD is 0. It is
our experience that a pair of electrodes that are perceived

to have the same pitch and perceived loudness can, when

activated simultaneously at the most comfortable level

(C), produce an intracranial image that is not centered

(Goupell et al, 2011). Alternatively, there may be a differ-

ence in loudness between the ears (Goupell et al, 2011;

Litovsky et al, 2010; Jones et al, 2011). This might occur

because of asymmetrical recruitment of auditory nerve
fibers in the two ears. Previously, we used a centering

procedure where the two members of a left-right elec-

trode pair were stimulated with a train of simultaneous

pulses at a current level equal to 90% of the dynamic

range and the listener reported the location of the

image. Typically, the center of the image was perceived

to be closer to one ear than the other, in which case the

pulse amplitude was reduced in that ear until the image
shifted to the center. While this is similar to what may

Figure 3. In panel A, pitchmagnitude estimation scores for each electrode are shown for the electrodes in the left ear (open squares) and
right ear (closed circles). In panel B, direct pitch comparison scores (m) are shown for a range of electrodes in the right ear for five electrodes
in the left ear (19, 16, 14, 10, and 6). The pitch-matched electrode in the right ear is the one closest to m 5 0 and shown by a closed symbol.
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happen in a clinical setting, there may be high variability

in this centeringprocedure. Therefore,we recently adopted

a more rigorous lateralization experiment paradigm. Lis-

teners are given an interface with a face to report the
intracranial image position (or positions for cases where

multiple images are heard). The selection of current level

units (CUs) that are used for electric ILDs requires a cer-

tain procedure because patients vary in their dynamic

ranges and sensitivity to ILDs. First, C level is found

for each ear at each electrode, defined as the CU that

the patient reports to be “comfortable, speech-level-like.”

Second, the C levels for pairs of electrodes that will
be used for ILDs are treated as the “baseline CU,” and

relative to that baseline we change the relative CU in

the right and left ears. Typically, the CU are varied in

the two ears relative to the baseline by 0, 62, 65, and

610 CUs. For example, if the baseline is 200 and 210,

in the right and left ears, respectively, then a listener

would perceive a centered auditory imagewith those val-

ues, hence 200R-210L would be the ILD 5 0 condition.
Relative to those values, CUswould be imposed that shift

the auditory image to the right or left. Ten trials per con-

dition were tested; the reported positions are converted

to a scale of 210 (left) to 110 (right) and are fit with a

four-parameter fit of the form:

y 5 A 1 1 erf
x � lxffiffiffi

2
p

r

� �� �
� ly

where x is the ILD, and A, mx, s, my were the variables

optimized to fit the data. The x-intercept of this fit is

rounded to the nearest whole number and used to

adjust the levels of the right and left ears.

Rate Limitations and Envelope Shape

It is important to recognize that the stimuli used in

our experiments are selected so as tomaximize ITD sen-
sitivity. For constant-amplitude pulse trains, sensitivity

to ITD has been shown to be best at low-rate pulse rates

(z100 pps), and as stimulation rates increase listeners’

performance on ITD discrimination becomes worse (e.g.,

Laback and Majdak, 2008; van Hoesel et al, 2009).

Similarly, physiological experimentswith binaural elec-

tric hearing have shown similar limitation to sensitiv-

ity at higher rates (Goupell et al, 2009). It is thought
that this rate limitation is related to a similar phenom-

enon seen in acoustic hearing, called binaural adapta-

tion (Hafter and Buell, 1990). Although Hafter et al

(1983) showed that there were also rate limitations

for constant-amplitude ILDs in the typically developed

auditory system, such a phenomenon has not been tested

yet in CI listeners. Understanding the mechanisms in-

volved in rate limitation may be highly important at
the clinical level: if binaural speech strategies are likely

to be implemented with the goal of preserving sensitivity

to binaural cues, stimulation rate may have to be recon-

sidered. Many patients today prefer to use high stimula-

tion rates (.1000pps) for speechunderstanding; however,

those rates would not be useful for binaural sensitivity.

When considering rate sensitivity as it relates to binaural
hearing and speech understanding, we have assumed

thus far that the binaural sensitivity is for aspects of

the stimuli known as “fine structure.” In contrast, we

can also consider the possibility that listeners would

be sensitive to interaural differences arising from the

slow-moving “envelope.” The envelope arises when a

high-rate periodic pulse train is modulated with a

slower-moving signal such as a tone. This “amplitude
modulated” (AM) signal restores ITD sensitivity, al-

though theremay be only a partial recovery from the rate

limitation (van Hoesel et al, 2009). This might be ex-

plained by the fact that these tests assumed that the loud-

ness growth across ears followed a constant change in

dynamic range, which was used to apply the AM. How-

ever, it may be that spurious ILDs were introduced

into the AM stimuli, which added localization blur
to the stimuli, thus reducing ITD detection sensitivity

(Goupell et al, 2011).

ITD and ILD Sensitivity

Figure 4 shows ITD sensitivity taken in a left-right

discrimination task for 100-pps constant-amplitude

pulse trains collected from 34 BiCI users during the
last 8 yr. The listeners have various hearing histories

and etiologies. One notable effect is the age at onset

of deafness. Individuals with prelingual or childhood

onset of deafness, all of whom received their CIs as

adults, had worse performance than individuals with

adult-onset deafness. This finding suggests that early

auditory input plays a role in the establishment of bin-

aural sensitivity. Whether the degradation is influ-
enced by peripheral factors (e.g., degraded auditory

nerve connectivity) or central factors (i.e., degraded

binaural circuitry) is yet to be determined. Another obvious

feature in these data is the wide range of performance seen

within the groups. This is larger than the variability in

ITD thresholds typically seen in acoustic hearing, whether

using high frequency carriers modulated at a low fre-

quency, or low frequency carriers (e.g., Bernstein and
Trahiotis, 1994; Wright and Fitzgerald, 2001; Laback

et al, 2007). Our recent work also suggests that ILD

sensitivity is variable across listeners. However, all sub-

jects seem to have ILD discrimination and laterali-

zation sensitivity (Litovsky et al, 2010). There are

many possible reasons for this increased variability

including duration of acoustic hearing, duration of bin-

aural input, duration of deafness, duration of time be-
tween implants, and many others. One of the major

areas of research in the BHSL has been to study the ef-

fects of previous hearing history on binaural sensitivity

with BiCIs.
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One such study compared ITD and ILD lateralization

between prelingually and postlingually deafened users

(Litovsky et al, 2010). We found that all eight postlin-

gually deafened BiCI users could perceive a monotonic

change in intracranial position for both ITDs and ILDs;

however, the three prelingually deafened listeners did

not perceive a change in intracranial position for ITDs.

Furthermore, in Jones et al (2008, 2009) we examined
sensitivity to the ITDof a probe pulse train in a simulated

multisource environment. We found reduced ITD sensi-

tivity, yet thresholds were frequently well within the

range that would be usable in real life, even under test

conditions that were expected to be quite challenging.

Binaural Masking Level Differences and

Interaural Decorrelation

BiCI listeners can demonstrate binaural masking

level differences (BMLDs), which is the improvement

in detecting an out-of-phase tone in a diotic noise com-

pared to an in-phase tone (Long et al, 2006; Lu et al,

2010). For signals presented at a single electrode pair,

using stimuli that had electric versions of a “realistic”

amplitude compression function that is typical of clin-
ical processing strategy, BMLDs were about 9 dB, which

is within the range of effects seen in listeners with ac-

oustic hearing. This led us to question if there would be

a positive BMLD for multiple electrode stimulation. Since

the interaural decorrelation in the dichotic stimulus is

encoded solely in the instantaneous amplitudes of the

envelope (Goupell and Litovsky, 2011), it is likely that

stimulation fromadjacent electrodes (either diotic or dich-

otic) will interfere with the envelope encoding due to cur-

rent spread and channel interactions. Indeed, Lu et al

(2011) showed that BMLDs were greatly reduced from

9 dB to near zero after the inclusion of adjacent masking

electrodes. The degree of channel interaction was estimated

from auditory nerve evoked potentials in three subjects,

andwasfoundtobesignificantlyandnegativelycorrelated
with BMLD. Findings from that study suggest that if the

amount of channel interactions canbe reduced,BiCIusers

may experience some performance improvements in per-

ceptual phenomena that rely on binaural mechanisms.

Acoustic Simulations of BiCI Listening in Adults

Noise and sine-excited channel vocoders have been used
to simulate the signals presented toCIusers (e.g., Shannon

et al, 1995). Although most vocoder studies typically

look at speech understanding in the absence of binaural

cues, a few studies have used them as BiCI simulations.

Depending on the simulation characteristics and amount

of experience with the simulation, comparisons between

CI users andNH listeners typically show that the best CI

listenersmight achieve the performance of theNH listen-
ers in the simulation. However, CI users remain, on aver-

age, worse than NH listeners (e.g., Friesen et al, 2001;

Stickney et al, 2004; Goupell et al, 2009). The type of

vocoder used depends on the question of interest. Thus,

whenvocodersare appropriately selected, they canprovide

an instrumental tool for understanding themechanisms of

CI users because they provide a baseline performance

Figure 4. ITD just-noticeable difference thresholds in a left-right discrimination task are shown for 34 BiCI users, using a 100-pps
constant-amplitude pulse train. Each listener’s threshold represents the value of the ITD relative to 0 m that could be reliably discrimi-
nated. Data from three subject groups with unequal N size are shown: prelingual onset of deafness (leftmost), childhood onset of deafness
(middle), and adult onset of deafness (rightmost). For each subject, up to three data points are shown in different symbols, for the three
possible places of stimulation along the cochlear array (base, middle, apex).
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by which to compare across groups. For questions about

temporal cues, where the fidelity of representing the tem-

poral envelope is imperative, a sine vocoder may be most

appropriate. For questions about spectral cues, like cur-
rent spread, a noise vocoder would be most appropriate.

Garadat et al (2009) measured spatial release from

masking in NH listeners using a sine vocoder with 4,

8, or 16 bands. The signals were presented over head-

phones with nonindividualized head-related transfer

functions to provide virtual localization cues. We found

that the advantage of separated compared to colocated

speech sources changed depending on the number of
channels, where the binaural advantage from spatial

release increased as the number of channels decreased.

We also found that the order of vocoding then applying

the head-related transfer function (which includes fine-

structure ITDs) or applying the head-related transfer

function then vocoding (which can remove fine-structure

ITDs) does not provide a significantly different spatial

release frommasking.Garadat et al (2010) alsomeasured
spatial release frommasking in NH listeners in the pres-

ence of spectral holes, as might occur if there is uneven

neural degeneration along the length of cochlea. We

found in general that holes decreased speech intelligibil-

ity and the advantage of binaural hearing.Midfrequency

holes disrupted speech reception thresholds most, but

high-frequency holes disrupted spatial release most.

Besides speech understanding experiments, it is pos-
sible to simulate pulsatile CI stimulation using bandli-

mited acoustic pulse trains. Recentwork in our laboratory

has focused on using these simulations to understand fac-

tors that may be responsible for limiting performance in

BiCI users on binaural tasks. In Kan et al (2011b) we

simulated interaural frequency mismatch using acoustic

pulse trains in the lateralization and discrimination of

ITDs and ILDs. Results showed that ILDs were lateral-
ized and could be discriminated for all mismatches,

whereas ITDs could be only for smaller mismatches

(,6 mm). For discrimination, thresholds increased sys-

tematically with increasing interaural frequency mis-

match. This result is consistent with what we found in

BiCI users (Kan et al, 2011a), where interauralmismatch

is likely to occur. The advantage of simulating basic

psychophysical stimuli in NH listeners is the greater
consistency across individuals. Therefore, studying NH

listeners can help us to understand binaural mecha-

nisms without the potential confounds introduced by

highly variable findings seen in BiCI users.

STUDIES IN CHILDREN

Free Field Studies

In recent years, growing numbers of children have

received BiCIs in an effort to improve their ability to

segregate speech from background noise and to localize

sounds. BiCIs in children became more common clini-

cally based on evidence from studies with adult patients

demonstrating bilateral benefit such as those discussed

above (see also, vanHoesel and Tyler, 2003; vanHoesel,
2004; Litovsky et al, 2004, 2009). Children and adults

differ, however, in particular, in the experience they

undergo while transitioning to CI use. Many adults

with CIs lost their hearing postlingually (sudden or pro-

gressive) after having experienced sound through ac-

oustic hearing. In these adults, bilateral stimulation

takes advantage of auditory mechanisms that had been

accustomed to sound and are being reactivated with
electric hearing. Most important, early activation of

binaural circuits with acoustic hearing may mean that

the ability to localize sound and the intrinsic knowledge

and skill set associated with localization were estab-

lished prior to becoming deaf. The majority of children

who use CIs are, however, typically diagnosed with

severe-to-profound hearing loss at birth or during the

first few years of life. The childrenwe have studied have
for the most part received little or no reliable use of ac-

oustic input before the use of CIs, thus, the developing

auditory circuitry is likely to not have established or

maintained the mechanisms necessary for spatial hear-

ing. In addition, these children are less likely to have es-

tablished sound localization abilities that are automatic

and rapid, similar to that of childrenwithnormal hearing.

The experience in the BHSL during the past decade has
led the investigators to believe that binaural abilities (e.g.,

to segregate speech from background noise and to benefit

from the availability of spatial cues) of the pediatric BiCI

population are compromised relative to what is observed

in NH children. Our data to date (Litovsky, Parkinson,

et al, 2006; Misurelli and Litovsky, forthcoming) suggest

that the primary spatial cue used by children with BiCIs

for speech-in-noise unmasking is the head shadow (mon-
aural) cue. Thus, their ability to use spatial cues exists;

however, this ability is dominated by the extent to which

they are able to use information provided to a single ear,

rather than on how well they are able to integrate inputs

from the two ears. It is possible that the binaural integra-

tion ability is acquiredwith listening experience. As is dis-

cussed below, children perform better when using BiCIs

compared with unilateral listening. Similarly, localizing
sounds is a skill that needs to be learned over time; this

is confirmed by anecdotal reports from some children,who

initially upon bilateral activation reported that they did

not understand the concept of “where sounds are coming

from.” This is also confirmed by behavioral research in

animal models such as the ferret (e.g., King et al, 2001).

Speech Intelligibility in Noise in Children

with BiCIs

While many studies in the literature test children

while they are wearing their BiCIs rather than when
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only one of the devices is activated, the test with a single

CI may be an “unusual” condition in children whose lis-

tening strategies reflect everyday use of two implants.

For this reason we were interested in studying the chil-
dren as they transition from using a single CI to becom-

ing BiCI users. Here we present unpublished data from

a prospective longitudinal study on speech intelligibil-

ity in 10 children (ages 5 to 10 yr) who were recruited

while they were unilateral CI users and thus were

tested during their prebilateral “baseline” listening con-

dition. Some of the children wore a hearing aid (HA) in

the nonimplanted ear, and others did not. After receiv-
ing the second CI, each child returned to the laboratory

for follow-up testing at 3 mo and 12 mo after activation

of the second CI. The children were recruited from sev-

eral geographic locations throughout the United States.

Thus, device manufacturer and CI center varied among

participants. Demographic information regarding in-

dividuals and details regarding the types of CI devices

used can be found in Table 1. For a detailed discussion
of participant characteristics, please refer to Godar

and Litovsky (2010), who report spatial hearing mea-

sures from these same children. Speech intelligibility

was tested using a child-friendly, four-alternative forced

choice method (Litovsky, 2005; Johnstone and Litovsky,

2006; Garadat and Litovsky, 2007; Litovsky, Parkinson,

et al, 2006). Speech reception thresholds (SRTs) were

measured in quiet and in the presence of background
interfering speech. Note that in this approach, a reduced

SRT indicates improved performance, whereby the in-

tensity at which the target words can be correctly iden-

tified is lower. Targets were comprised of a closed set of

25 energy-normalized spondees spoken by a male voice.

The background speech consisted of sentences chosen

from the Harvard IEEE corpus, spoken by a female

voice and overlaid to create two-talkermaskers. Target
words were always presented from the loudspeaker

in front (0�), while the background speech sentences

were presented from either front (0�) or from a 90�
loudspeaker nearer either the first CI or the second

CI, with side depending on which ear was implanted

first. Prior to testing, children were familiarized with

each of the 25 target words and an associated picture.

In order to measure speech perception and not vocabulary
knowledge, only targets that the child could associate with

the matching picture were included in the test. Exact pro-

cedures and methods for estimating SRTs using boot-

strapping techniques are described in detail in the

aforementioned studies from our laboratory.

Figure 5 shows mean SRT values normalized re level

of the front competitor (60 dB SPL). Each panel com-

pares SRTs for one testing condition (Quiet, Front, Near
First CI, or Near Second CI), at the baseline test visit,

and at the 3 and 12mo intervals, when children listened

bilaterally, or while using only their first CI. SRTs tran-

sition to more negative SNR values with additional lis-

tening experience, especially in the Quiet condition and

the condition with competitors near the first CI. One-

way repeatedmeasures analysis of variance for each lis-

tening condition was performed at the significance level
of p , 0.05. Significant improvement in SRTs within

3 mo of bilateral activation was seen in the Quiet condi-

tion and for the condition with background speech near

first CI. At the 12 mo visit, there was also a significant

improvement in SRT for the bilateral listening mode

with competitors in Front (mean reduction in SRTs of

z6 dB). An even greater reduction in SRT at the 12 mo

visit was measured in this listening mode in the Quiet
condition (improvement of 10.66 dB). However, in both

the bilateral and unilateral listening modes, the least

amount of reduction in SRT at the 12 mo visit was mea-

suredwhen the speech competitorswere located near the

second CI. This condition resulted in minimal and non-

significant change in SRT over time.

In addition to investigating change in SRT over time,

a second question of interest in this study was whether
the use of BiCIs results in improved speech understand-

ing when compared to the unilateral listening mode.

One way this question can be approached is to calculate

a bilateral advantage by subtracting the SRTs obtained

in the BiCI listening mode from those obtained in the

unilateral listening mode. Thus, positive values denote

better performance in the BiCI condition while negative

values suggest a disadvantage in the BiCI listening
mode. These values for bilateral advantage for the

3 and 12mo visits are displayed in Figure 6. Due to large

variability between the children, results were not sta-

tistically significant; nonetheless, two noticeable trends

emerged. First, a within-subject t-test showed that, in

the Quiet condition, there was an increase in bilateral

advantage over time that approached significance [t(9) 5

2.134, p 5 0.062] at the 12 mo visit. This suggests that
the children in this study continued to make gains in

speech understanding in quiet throughout the first year

of experiencewith BiCIs. Second, therewas a noticeable

difference between the bilateral advantage scores for

the two unilateral listening conditions (near first CI

and near second CI). While a bilateral benefit of about

2 dB was measured at both the 3 and 12 mo visits when

the competitor was located on the same side as the first
CI, the oppositewas truewhen the competitorwas located

on the same side as the second CI. In the condition with

competitors near the second CI, a mean disadvantage

of 2.19 dB at 3 mo and 2.76 dB at 12 mo was measured.

For the competitor location on the side of the second CI,

the benefit of head shadow was greatest in the unilateral

listening mode, when there was no amplification on the

contralateral side. The additional amplification provided
by the second CI, in the BiCI listening mode, appears to

have interfered with the “head shadow” listening that the

child had previously been able to take advantage of. Con-

versely, for the condition with competitors near the first
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CI, the addition of the second CI offered a new head

shadow benefit. When the competitor was located on

the side of the first CI, having a second CI available

appears to have allowed for “head shadow” listening to
sounds from the side near the second CI. In summary,

we found that, in a group of children who transitioned

fromusing a single CI to usingBiCIs, speech understand-

ing improved over a 12 mo period, as did the bilateral

advantage that they demonstrated. Because these im-

provements were observed under specific listening condi-

tions, we recommend that those conditions be considered

when clinical evaluations are made regarding BiCIs in
similar populations of patients.

Spatial Hearing in Children with BiCIs

Our laboratory has also focused on measuring the

emergence of spatial hearing skills in young BiCI
users. To achieve this goal we have relied on develop-

ing a number of behavioral approaches that were age

dependent and task specific. The goal has been to mea-

sure children’s ability to either localize source positions

(accuracy) or to discriminate between sound source po-

sitions (acuity). Accuracymay reflect the extent to which

a child has been able to develop a spatial-hearing “map.”
The tasks in which children have to point to where a

sound is perceived, may also be somewhat difficult and

involve cognitive input or executive function, com-

pared with discrimination tasks. Data from NH chil-

dren are somewhat sparse, with several studies on

the topic having been conducted recently, focusing on

children between the ages of 4 and 10 yr. The left side

of Figure 7 summarizes data from two published studies.
Grieco-Calub and Litovsky (2010) tested seven 5-yr-old

NH children and found errors ranging from 9 to 29�
(avg. of 18.3� 6 6.9� SD). Litovsky and Godar (2010)

tested nine 4- to 5-yr-old children with NH and reported

RMS errors ranging from 1.4 to 38� (avg. of 10.2� 6

10.72� SD). These values overlap with those obtained

in adults but tend to be higher, suggesting that some

children reach adultlike maturity for sound local-
ization by age 4–5, and other children undergo a more

Figure 5. Results from 10 children whose SRT thresholds were tested at three intervals. Group means and standard errors are shown
relative to the 60 dBSPL competitor level for baseline (CI plus hearing aid or unilateral), BiCI, and first CI only listeningmodes at 3 and 12
mo test intervals.
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protracted period of maturation (see also Litovsky,

2011c, for review).
Within this context for NH children one can consider

and assess data obtained from BiCI users. In addition

to data from NH children, Grieco-Calub and Litovsky

(2010) reported RMS errors for 21 children aged 5–14 yr

who used BiCIs. The two bars on the right side of Fig-

ure 7 show average results when the children were tested

either in the bilateral or unilateral listening mode. RMS

errors in 11/21 children were smaller when both CIs were
activated compared with a unilateral listeningmode, sug-

gesting a bilateral benefit. When considering the bilateral

listening mode, RMS errors ranged from 19–56�. Com-

pared with the NH children, BiCI users rarely showed

absolute correct identifications, and their data suggest

an internal “map” of space that is perhaps more blurred

and less acutely developed. Finally, it is important to

recognize that RMS error represents only one metric
for evaluating performance on sound localization tasks,

but this measure may not be representative of spatial

hearing abilities and listening strategies employed by

these children.

Another means of quantifying spatial hearing is by

measuring acuity, in other words the listeners’ ability

to discriminate between two source locations. Threshold

is often defined as the minimum audible angle (MAA), or
smallest angle between two source locations that can be

reliably discriminated. MAA thresholds undergo signifi-

cantmaturation during infancy and childhood (Litovsky,

1997, 2011b; Litovsky and Madell, 2009), for the most

part taking place during the time window in which BiCI

recipients might typically experience deafness and/or

periods of unilateral hearing. On this task children are

trained to respond in a way that indicates whether they
perceive a sound as coming from the right or left. While

in some of our studies we investigated acuity in older

children who were typically aged 5–10 yr during testing

and had received their second CI by age 4 yr or older

(Litovsky, Johnstone, et al, 2006; Godar and Litovsky,

2010), in other studies we investigated toddlers who

had received their second CI by age 12 mo (Grieco-

Calub et al, 2008; Grieco-Calub and Litovsky, 2012).
Results from a number of studies to date are summar-

ized in Figure 8. In the older children (left panel in Fig-

ure 8), performance was significantly better (lower

MAAs) when children were tested while using both

CIs than in the unilateral listening mode; however,

MAAs were higher than in NH children. In the toddlers

(right panel in Figure 8), some childrenwere able to per-

form the task while others were unable to do so, with no
obvious factor differentiating between them. It is clear

that future work needs to be done to determine the

source of this variability. One potential source is the

task. We used head orienting behavior, which works

well with infants but may be too uninteresting for tod-

dlers. In our new work we are using a “reaching for

sound” task that we believe to be more ecologically

valid. Since children are motivated to participate on
each trial and they must use their spatial hearing skills

to succeed on the task, we may be able to measure bilat-

eral benefit that is more consistent and reliable even at

the early age of 2–3 yr (Litovsky, 2011b).

Children: Binaural Sensitivity

The approach that we use to measure binaural sen-
sitivity enables us to have tight control over interaural

cues and to selectively stimulate basal, middle, or apical

electrodes in the two ears. Because of the intricacies in

this method, which require pitch matching, loudness

balancing, and fusion of the sounds in the two ears, these

studies are challenging to conduct in adults, and even

more so in children. Recently we have begun to test for

binaural sensitivity in a small group of children who
were bilaterally implanted between the ages of 4–10.

Our early observations suggest that psychophysicalmea-

surements of pitch, loudness, and fusion can be obtained

in children as in adults. One important factor is the dif-

ficulty of the task and the high level of concentration

required to extract information from what are often

subtle auditory cues. Another factor is the lack of expe-

rience that these children have with perceiving clear,
describable auditory “images” and being able to explain

them or to consistently rate them on an arbitrary scale

(as in pitch and loudness). For example, when it comes

to binaural hearing per se, nearly all of the children

Figure 6. Bilateral advantage group average is shown for the
group of 10 children who were tested at three intervals. We sub-
tracted the SRTs obtained in the BiCI listening mode from those
obtained in the unilateral CI listening mode. Thus, positive values
denote better performance in the BiCI condition while negative
values suggest a disadvantage in the BiCI listening mode. These
values are compared for the 3 and 12 mo visits.
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have never experienced a true binaural stimulus, and
their anecdotal reports of sounds leads us to believe

that they do not generally perceive sounds that are

centered in their head when listening through their

clinical speech processors. After meticulously ensuring

that stimuli produce auditory images that are fused,

centered, loudness-balanced, and pitch-balanced across

the ears, we have recorded percepts of auditory images

that are lateralized after introduction of ITDcues. Prelimi-
nary data from seven children to date (Litovsky, 2011a)

suggest that lateralization is achieved more readily

in the presence of ILD cues than with ITDs. Given that

this is preliminary, the effect needs to be studied in

greater detail.

Acoustic Simulations of CI Listening in Children

As discussed above in relation to studies with adult

listeners, vocoders have historically been used to simu-

late the signals presented to CI users (e.g., Shannon

et al, 1995). The advantage is that we can study basic

psychophysical phenomena in an auditory system that

is not compromised due to neural degeneration and var-

ious etiologies that are responsible for the cause of deaf-

ness. Thus, in general, data fromNH listeners are more
consistent across individuals. Very little work has been

done with vocoders in children; hence, our laboratory

has recently begun to implement this approach in our

studies. In the first such study in the field (Eisenberg

et al, 2000) the question was regarding how children

develop the ability to understand speech from just enve-

lope cues from a young age. They compared speech

understanding in NH 5- to 7-yr-olds, 10- to 12-yr-olds,

and adults using a noise vocoder. Using speech stimuli

designed for children, they found no differences be-
tween the adults and older children, but the younger

children were significantly worse at understanding the

vocoded speech. The young children needed a greater

number of spectral channels to achieve a speech under-

standing level comparable to older children and adults.

Since it has been demonstrated that only envelope cues

are necessary for understanding speech, it is important

to determine the rate of development of this skill. One
possible problem with the Eisenberg et al (2000) study

is that adults are shown to adapt to vocoded speech at

both fast and slow time-courses (Rosen et al, 1999; Davis

et al, 2005), and it is unclear whether children adapt at

the same rate. If children adapt to vocoded speech at a

different rate than adults, than the comparison across

ages could be confounded. In a recent study in our labo-

ratory (Draves et al, 2011), 20 8- to 10-yr-old children and
adultswere provided feedbackafter trying to understand

words and sentences processed with an eight-channel

noise vocoder.We found that children and adults showed

the same rate of improvement across listening condi-

tions, thus providing evidence that acute comparisons

across groups is valid for this study and in Eisenberg

et al (2000).

It is also important to know whether the difference
between adults and children is due to ongoingmaturation

of the auditory system or differences in language

development. Nittrouer et al (2009) tested native English-

speaking adults and 7-yr-olds with four- and eight-

Figure 7. Results from published studies in which sound local-
ization was measured in children and errors were quantified as
root mean square (RMS) error are summarized here. On the left,
data from two studies in which children with normal hearing were
tested (Grieco-Calub and Litovsky, 2012; Litovsky and Godar,
2010). On the right, data from Grieco-Calub and Litovsky (2012)
are shown for children with BiCIs, tested either when using both
CIs or when using a single CI (see also Litovsky, 2011c, for review).

Figure 8. MAA thresholds from several studies, with children
ranging in age from 3.5 to 16 yr (Litovsky, Johnstone, et al, 2006)
or 5 to 10 yr (Godar and Litovsky, 2010), and a group of 2-yr-old tod-
dlers (Grieco-Calub et al, 2008). In the two groups of childrenwho use
BiCIs (left panel), performance was significantly better (lowerMAAs)
when tested in the bilateral listening mode (filled circles) than in the
unilateral listening mode (open circles). For these same children,
MAA thresholds were nonetheless higher than those measured in
children with normal hearing (triangles).
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channel noise vocoded speech. They also tested nonnative

English-speaking adults. They found that the native-

speaking adults performed best at the task, followed

by native-speaking children, followed by nonnative-
speaking adults. Since the nonnative adults with a ma-

ture auditory system were the worst at understanding

vocoded speech, it suggests that the differences between

adults and children are due to language development

rather than maturity of the auditory system. As with

the adults, comparing children who use BiCIs to the

NH simulation group shows that theNHgroup provides

an upper bound for CI listeners’ performance (Dorman
et al, 2000). The fact that children are able to under-

stand speech through vocoders as well as adults, at least

on some conditions, suggests to us that this is a valid tool

for asking questions about limitations of CIs when com-

paring BiCI users andNH listeners. Our current work is

moving in that direction and we hope to make contribu-

tions in that area in the near future.

Language Development and Speech Production

A relatively new area of research in our laboratory

involves language acquisition (receptive and expres-

sive) as well as speech production in young CI users.

In our first study on language development (Grieco-

Calub et al, 2009) we were interested in assessing

the time course of spoken word recognition in 2-yr-
old children who use CIs. Both BiCI and unilateral

CI users were tested along with age-matched NH peers,

using familiar auditory labels. Children were tested in

quiet or in the presence of speech competitors at an SNR

of 110 dB SPL. Eye movements to target objects were

digitally recorded, and word recognition performance

was quantified by measuring each child’s reaction time

and accuracy. Children with CIs were less accurate and
took longer to visually fixate on target objects than their

age-matched peers with NH. Both groups of children

showed reduced performance in the presence of the

speech competitors. Performance in NH children when

listening in noise was remarkably similar to that of CI

users when listening in quiet, suggesting that CI users

function as if “listening in noise” even when there is no

background interference. This finding underscores a
primary difference in real-world functioning between

these populations. Finally, in this study there was no

difference between BiCI and unilateral CI users, sug-

gesting that the benefits observed with BiCIs appear

under different testing conditions, either when target

and masker are presented from different locations (not

tested here) or perhaps at other SNR values.

Our second series of studies on language acquisition
is longitudinal. Until recently, age of implantation and

length of experience with the CI was thought to play an

important role in predicting a child’s linguistic develop-

ment, especially when unilateral implantation was the

“standard of care.” The recently increasing number

of children with BiCIs presents new variables such

as length of bilateral listening experience and time

between activation of the two CIs. Our laboratory
has been testing children with BiCIs (n 5 45; aged

4–9) and following them longitudinally for their

performance on standardized measures, the Test of

Language Development (TOLD), and the Leiter Inter-

national Performance Scale-Revised (Leiter-R) to eval-

uate their expressive/receptive language and IQ/

memory. Preliminary results show that, while large

intersubject variability exists, speech and language
development improves as a function of both hearing

age (amount of listening experience with first CI at

time of testing) and bilateral experience (amount of lis-

tening experience with BiCIs at time of testing).

Effects of age of implantation were observed for

speech and language scores, as well as IQ scores.

We suspect that more detailed nonstandardized test-

ing of speech perception, language comprehension,
and language production will reveal additional dif-

ferences over time as compared to the outcomes

for a single implant. While we are continuing the lon-

gitudinal measures, we are applying novel testing

paradigms such as the reaching-for-sound methods used

in our spatial hearing tasks (see section “Spatial Hearing

in Children with BiCIs” above) to investigate speech per-

ception in very young, early-implanted children (Hess
et al, 2012).

Finally, speech production by children with CIs is

generally less intelligible and less accurate than that

of NH children. Our work on speech production has

focused on the extent to which children with CIs are

able to distinctly produce speech sounds. Research has

reported that children with CIs produce less acoustic

contrast between phonemes thanNH children, but these
studies have included correct and incorrect productions.

In Todd et al (2011) we recently compared the extent of

contrast between correct productions of /s/ and /S/ by

children with CIs to that of (1) NH children matched

on chronological age and (2) NH children matched on

duration of auditory experience. Spectral peaks and

meanswere calculated from the frication noise of produc-

tions of /s/ and /S/. Results showed that the children with
CIs produced less contrast than both groups of NH chil-

dren. Thus, although adult listeners judged the produc-

tions of theCI users as “correct” theywere still somewhat

different from the speech sounds produced by NH chil-

dren. These differences in speech production between

children with CIs and NH children may be due to differ-

ences in auditory feedback.

SUMMARY

This article was intended as an overview of recent

and ongoing work in our laboratory. We are using
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a variety of methodological approaches to understand

binaural hearing in NH listeners and BiCI users. We

are interested in (1) the extent to which adults who

receive BiCIs can have their performance maximized
and the effect of age at onset of deafness on their per-

formance; (2) the development of binaural and spatial

hearing in children, and the factors that contribute to

limitations in their performance; and (3) implementa-

tion of stimulation approaches that will lead to the pres-

ervation and delivery of binaural cues to BiCI users,

thus leading to improved spatial hearing abilities in

this population. We hope that our research will contrib-
ute to clinical evaluation, diagnosis, and postimplant

rehabilitation.
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